
ABOUT MAJOR BASS PRO TEAM

We created the Major Bass Pro Team to help promote brands and 
their products through consistent, high quality content creation. Our 
select team of elite social media influencers has the ability to
generate vast amounts of exposure and engagement, like no one 
has done before.

Social Media is transforming the fishing industry in ways that 
brands may be unprepared to compete with. The rising numbers of 
brands creating massive “pro staff” programs, that flood the indus-
try with low quality content, has forced many brands to follow suit 
just to compete in this ever changing market. Recruiting, supplying, 
and managing a pro staff is a costly and time consuming effort for 
most individual brands. Ensuring that your pro staff meets the 
demands of effectively promoting and representing your company 
in todays social market, should be of the upmost concern. This is 
where the Major Bass Pro Team comes in.

@major_bass_ major_bass@MajorBassMedia MAJOR BASS

We currently have 10 elite social media influencers on our Pro Team. 
Each month we supply our Pro Team with a pre packaged Pro 
Team Box. Each monthly box includes 6-8 products from brands we 
represent. Our Pro Team members are each required to create a 
minimum of one posts per product they receive that month. Every 
pro team post is also shared on all our Major Bass platforms. These 
posts can be in the form of phots or videos, and are often shared 
amongst all the most popular platforms of today including 
Instagram, Facebook, YouTube and TikTok. This program produces 
a MINIMUM of 20 social media posts per brand each month, 
however there is likely to be many more posts than that. All posts 
also have Instagram and Facebook stories created as well. With this 
schedule we can effectively generate an enormous amount of 
exposure, views, likes, and ultimately sales! Perhaps the biggest 
value of it all, is that our represented brands never have to lift a 
finger themselves. We package the products, we ship the products, 
and we manage the team and the content they create. All for one 
low price point. It’s as easy as that!

How it works

WEBSITE: www.majorbass media.com



We created a team of high caliber social media influencers that 
consistently create effective content for the brands we work with. 
Our team was hand selected for their abilities to not only create 
quality content, but also based on the consistency and engagement 
of all their posts. We manage our Pro Team to ensure they are 
always producing the most effective content that actually benefits 
all the brands we represent. Now with the strength of a self 
managed Pro team, individual brands finally have the power to 
compete against the content farms of today. Most importantly in a 
much more cost effective manner than previously Available before.

Major Bass offers several packages to fit every Brands individual 
budgets. Every brand, their wants, and needs are unique. So are 
our terms, we are more than willing to customize any package to 
help suit your brands individual needs and budgets. Our recom-
mended packages are:

What is the cost?

INSTAGRAM DEMOGRAPHICS

229,674 3,605,423 122,137
Total followers Total accounts reached Total accounts engaged

(Over the last 30 days)

One individual month
Quarterly ( per month )
6 months ( per month )
Yearly ( per month )

$400
$375
$350
$325
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